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Reported here are the results of experiments carried out to demonstrate the

magnetic performance of dysprosium (Dy) to enhance the capability of

undulators. Tiny pieces of monocrystalline Dy surrounded by permanent

magnets (PMs) work as pole pieces (PPs) to concentrate the magnetic flux, when

cooled down below the Curie temperature of 85 K. A PP made of Dy is much

more attractive than one made of a conventional material, because its saturation

magnetization is much higher. Furthermore, it also allows for a more flexible

selection of PM material, potentially leading to further enhancement of the

performance of short-period undulators. Besides these advantages, practical

issues related to using Dy PPs and countermeasures against them are discussed.

1. Introduction

Dysprosium (Dy) is a rare earth element having the highest

magnetic moment among the possible magnetic materials

generally available. For example, the saturated magnetic flux

density (Bs) of Dy exceeds 3.5 T below the Curie temperature

of 85 K (Behrendt et al., 1958); this is about 50% larger than

the value of Bs = 2.35 T for vanadium Peremdur (VP), which is

widely used as a high-Bs material. It is obvious that replacing

VP with Dy will enhance the performance of magnetic devices,

and thus such applications of Dy have been explored for a

long time.

One of the possible applications is the so-called undulator,

which generates a sinusoidal magnetic field and deflects a

high-energy electron beam to produce intense synchrotron

radiation. Nowadays, pole pieces (PPs) made of VP are often

used in undulators to concentrate the magnetic flux generated

by permanent magnets (PMs) and enhance the peak magnetic

field. If Dy could be used as the PP material, the attainable

peak field could be further enhanced. It should be noted,

however, that Dy has a strong magnetic anisotropy with the

h1120i orientation corresponding to the easy axis of magne-

tization. As a result, we need monocrystalline Dy (MXDy), or

at least highly crystalline Dy, so that PPs made of Dy are

practically effective in undulators.

It is easy to understand that simply replacing VP with

MXDy is not cost effective, which is the reason why a number

of studies have been made (O’Shea et al., 2013; Murokh et al.,

2014) to utilize ‘textured’ Dy generated by annealing a poly-

crystalline Dy foil (Swift & Mathur, 1974). The experimental

results of these studies have shown that, although textured Dy

has a better magnetic performance than VP, the achieved

performance is just a few percent better than that with

conventional VP PPs for an undulator sample with a period of
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8 mm; this is because the initial permeability �i of textured Dy

is not sufficiently high, which is also reported for commercially

available rolled Dy foils (Bahrdt, 2011).

The above results suggest that a much better performance is

expected with PPs made of MXDy instead of textured Dy,

although we need to explore a realistic and cost-effective way

of fabricating them. In this paper, we discuss the design of PM

undulators to take advantage of the excellent magnetic

properties of MXDy as an undulator PP, and present the

results of experiments carried out to demonstrate their

performance. We also discuss practical issues related to MXDy

PPs, together with possible countermeasures against them.

2. Undulator magnetic design for MXDy PPs

Let us first discuss the conventional undulator design using VP

PPs, as shown in Fig. 1(a), where �u is the magnetic period, and

the rectangles with and without arrows denote PMs and PPs,

respectively. The coordinate system to be used in the following

discussion is also shown: z denotes the longitudinal direction

along which the electron beam is injected, while x and y

denote the horizontal and vertical directions perpendicular to

z. The lengths of the PMs and PPs, Lm and Lp, respectively, are

optimized to maximize the peak magnetic field, and are

roughly given by Lm = (1/4–1/3)�u and Lp = (1/6–1/4)�u. The

heights Hm and Hp are chosen to be long enough so that the

resultant peak magnetic field is similar to what is obtained

with an infinitely large height, and are in general of the order

of �u. The widths Wm and Wp should be wide enough to obtain

a sufficiently good field uniformity, and are typically of the

order of 30 mm or larger.

Based on the conventional design described above, the

cross-sectional area of the PP (HpWp) should be at least larger

than 300 mm2, assuming �u = 10 mm as an example. Recalling

that the maximum dimensions of a single piece of MXDy

grown by a common method are at most 10 mm in each

direction, it is obvious that replacing VP PPs with MXDy ones

is unrealistic in the conventional design.

Now let us consider the magnetic design illustrated in

Fig. 1(b), where the width of the PP is shortened and addi-

tional side magnets are inserted; note that the additional

magnets are drawn partially transparent in the side view to

visualize the inside. In this design, each PP is divided into two

parts, i.e. inner and outer PPs, the former of which has a height

of Hd and is shown in the hatched area. The cross-sectional

area of the inner PP (HdWp) can be reduced down to 10 mm2

or less, and thus it can be replaced with a single piece of

MXDy to enhance the peak magnetic field. In practice, we

have to make a compromise in specifying the height of the

MXDy (Hd) between the attainable performance and the

required volume of the MXDy.

It should be mentioned here that field enhancement by a

narrow PP combined with side magnets is not particularly new;

high-field wigglers equipped with side magnets, even though

with a relatively long period, have been built before (Naka-

mura et al., 1998; Chang et al., 1998; Chavanne et al., 1999).

Applications to a much shorter period have also been

explored based on numerical studies (Hara et al., 2004;

Murokh et al., 2014), including the utilization of bimaterial PPs

(Bahrdt, 2011), although they have not been experimentally

demonstrated.

To activate the MXDy PPs in this undulator design, the

whole structure should be cooled down below the Curie

temperature of Dy; this is readily compatible with the so-

called cryogenic permanent magnet undulators (CPMUs), in

which PMs are placed inside the vacuum chamber and cooled

down for the purpose of enhancing the remanence (Br) and

coercivity (Hcj). Since the first proposal in 2004 (Hara et al.,

2004), a number of CPMUs have been built using neo-

dymium–iron–boron (NdFeB) PMs (Chavanne et al., 2009;

Ostenfeld & Pedersen, 2010; Calvi et al., 2013) and praseo-

dymium–iron–boron (PrFeB) PMs (Bahrdt & Kuhn, 2015;

Benabderrahmane et al., 2017). Note that the Br of NdFeB

PMs drops below �135 K, owing to the spin reorientation

effect (Garcı́a et al., 2000). This is the reason why PrFeB PMs,

which do not show spin reorientation, attract more attention

for application to CPMUs. Obviously, PrFeB PMs should be

chosen in the proposed scheme as well.

We now discuss another advantage of MXDy against VP as

the PP material, which is particularly important for short-

period undulators. It is well known that PMs in undulators are

exposed to a strong reverse field generated by adjacent PMs,

as seen in Fig. 1. What is more critical in the conventional

design is that the reverse field acting on the inner surface

facing the electron beam is locally enhanced by the PPs

inserted between PMs. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(a), showing

the bottom half of the magnetic circuit, with the black arrows

indicating the magnetization of the PP. Because the magnetic

flux concentrates at the corner of a highly permeable material,

a strong reverse field acts on the edges of PMs contacting the

corners of the PPs (O’Shea et al., 2010; Bizen et al., 2018),

indicated by circles. As a result, each PM may be locally

demagnetized if Hcj is not sufficiently high compared with the

reverse field. More probably, the magnetization can be

reversed in the local area where the reverse field is higher than

Hcj, resulting in a significant reduction in the undulator peak

field. Although the local demagnetization can be avoided by
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Figure 1
The magnetic circuit of (a) a conventional undulator with PPs made of
VP, and (b) the new undulator with narrower PPs made of MXDy (inner)
and VP (outer).



chamfering the PMs and PPs, the resultant peak field is lower

than what is available under ideal conditions.

The above problem is more serious for short-period undu-

lators, in which the volume of each PM is small, and thus we

need to select a PM material with sufficiently high Hcj .

Because Br is negatively correlated with Hcj , the strong and

localized reverse field effectively puts a limit on the attainable

performance of conventional undulators using VP PPs.

Next, we consider the case where the inner PP is made of

MXDy. Before being cooled down below the Curie tempera-

ture and turning into a ferromagnetic, it behaves as a non-

magnetic material. Then the flux-concentrating points, which

potentially cause the local magnetization reversal, are located

below the inner surface of the PMs as shown in Fig. 2(b). It is

obvious that their impact on the practical undulator perfor-

mance is much lower than that of those in Fig. 2(a). Although

the flux-concentrating points move to the inner surface when

the MXDy PP is cooled down, Hcj is simultaneously enhanced

by a large factor (of around 4 below 100 K), and thus the local

magnetization reversal can be avoided. In summary, utilization

of MXDy (or at least Dy) makes the selection of PM material

more flexible.

3. Demonstration experiments

To demonstrate the performance of the MXDy PPs, we built a

five-period prototype undulator with �u = 8 mm, using inner

and outer PPs made of MXDy and VP, respectively, together

with PMs made of PrFeB with Br = 1.40 T and Hcj =

1.68 MA m�1 at room temperature (295 K), and Br = 1.67 T

and Hcj = 6.21 MA m�1 at 77 K. Note that half of the PPs were

made of a single piece of VP to compare the performance

between VP and MXDy. In the following sections, we describe

the details of the prototype undulator and the experimental

results. For reference, the specifications and parameters of the

prototype undulator are summarized in Table 1.

3.1. Specifications of the prototype undulator

To determine the dimensions of the PMs and PPs, we

performed numerical simulations with the computer code

RADIA (Chubar et al., 1998). As an example, peak fields at a

gap of 2.5 mm computed as a function of Wp, Hd and Lp are

plotted in Figs. 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c), respectively, with dashed

lines indicating the actual dimensions chosen for the prototype

undulator. It is obvious that Wp = 2.3 mm is optimized, while

we need some explanation for the other two parameters.

The height of the MXDy PP (Hd = 4 mm) has been deter-

mined not only to enhance the peak field, but also to reduce

the volume of MXDy pieces; in practice, a larger Hd does not

significantly improve the expected performance. The pole

length (Lp = 2 mm) and magnet length (Lm = �u/2 � Lp =

2 mm) have been determined to facilitate assembling both the

PPs and PMs.

The other dimensions, Wm = 18 mm, Hm = 17 mm and Hp =

14 mm, have been determined to be sufficiently large so that

the resultant peak field is similar to what is expected when

these dimensions are infinitely large.

Fig. 4(a) illustrates the three-dimensional structure of the

prototype undulator. The PrFeB PMs were assembled in

holders made of copper with clamps made of stainless steel,

and the MXDy and VP PPs were glued to the PMs. The

holders were then mounted on a pair of girders made of

aluminium alloy to form the magnetic circuit shown in

Fig. 1(b).

It should be mentioned that the use of any glue is generally

unacceptable in an ultrahigh-vacuum and high-radiation

environment; we thus need to use an alternative method in the

actual device for reliable operation in the accelerator.
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Table 1
Specifications and parameters of the prototype undulator.

Parameter Value

Br 1.40 T (295 K), 1.67 T (77 K)
Hcj 1.68 MA m�1 (295 K), 6.21 MA m�1 (77 K)
�u 8 mm
Lm 2 mm
Wm 18 mm
Hm 17 mm
Lp 2 mm
Wp 2.3 mm
Hp 14 mm
Hd 4 mmFigure 2

Magnetization of PMs and PPs at room temperature when (a) the whole
PP is made of VP and (b) the inner PP (hatched area) is made of MXDy,
being a non-magnetic material at room temperature. The circles indicate
the positions where a strong reverse field is generated.

Figure 3
Examples of numerical simulations to determine the dimensions of PMs
and PPs. The peak fields are plotted as a function of (a) Wp, (b) Hd

and (c) Lp.



Fig. 4(b) shows an overall picture of one of the two girders

after assembly. Note that the PP seen in the picture is made of

a single piece of VP; the MXDy PPs are located on the

opposite side.

After assembling all the elements, we measured the profile

of the inner surface of each girder by means of an optical

three-dimensional profiler to evaluate the gap value accu-

rately; we found that the actual gap values at the VP and

MXDy PPs were �0.15 mm and �0.1 mm narrower than the

nominal value, respectively. These values are taken into

account in the comparison between the numerical and

experimental results to be discussed later.

3.2. Experimental results

After the surface profile measurement, the girders were

rigidly fixed onto a supporting block, with a spacer to define

the nominal gap inserted in between, whose thickness was

changed discretely to adjust the nominal gap. The apparatus

was then installed in a vacuum chamber with the supporting

block being connected to a cryocooler head to cool down the

whole structure. A Hall sensor, which was mounted on a

vacuum-compatible three-axis linear stage, was also installed

to measure the magnetic field distribution. The temperature

of the prototype undulator was measured with a platinum

resistance thermometer (PT100) attached to one of the copper

holders to hold the PMs, with which we found that the lowest

temperature reached 53 K, well below the Curie temperature

of Dy.

Fig. 5 shows the magnetic field distribution at a nominal gap

of 2.5 mm, measured by moving the Hall sensor along the z

axis, where the dashed and solid lines show the measurement

results before and after cooling, respectively. Note that the

MXDy PPs were located on the downstream side. We clearly

identify five peak positions corresponding to the VP PPs and

four positions corresponding to the MXDy ones, where the

peak field is enhanced by a factor of �2.4 after cooling down

because of the ferromagnetic transition of MXDy. Note that

the fifth peak position of the MXDy PP could not be measured

because of the limited stroke of the linear stage. We then

averaged the peak fields generated at the VP and MXDy PPs

over the four peak positions indicated in arabic and roman

numbers, respectively.

We repeated the above process to measure the average

peak field, Bp, generated by the VP and MXDy PPs for two

other nominal gap values of 2.0 and 3.5 mm. The results are

plotted as open squares (VP) and circles (MXDy) in Fig. 6 as a

function of the actual gap value instead of the nominal one,

which was evaluated using the measured surface profiles of the

girders. To facilitate the following discussion, we performed

curve fitting with a decaying exponential function, Bp(g) =

B0 expð�agÞ, with B0 and a being the fitting parameters. Note

that a quadratic term in the exponent, which is in general

necessary to represent the peak field of the undulator over a

wide gap range, has been neglected, because we have just

three data points within a narrow gap range. The resultant

fitting curves are plotted as dashed (VP) and solid (MXDy)

lines.

To examine the above experimental results, we computed

the peak fields generated by the VP and MXDy PPs under the
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Figure 4
The structure of the prototype undulator for the demonstration
experiments. (a) A three-dimensional view of the MXDy and VP PPs,
PrFeB magnets, holders and clamps. (b) A picture of one of the two
girders after assembly. Figure 5

Magnetic field distributions along z, measured before and after cooling.
Arabic and roman numbers indicate the averaged peak fields generated
at the VP and MXDy PPs over the four peak positions, respectively.

Figure 6
Measured and computed peak fields generated at the VP and MXDy PPs
for the three different gap values. The solid and dotted lines indicate the
fitting curves of the measured data. Triangles indicate the numerical
values assuming magnetization reversal in the 0.3 mm � 0.3 mm area
shown in Fig. 2(a).



experimental conditions. The results of the computation are

plotted as filled rectangles (VP) and circles (MXDy) in Fig. 6,

where we have assumed that the MXDy has magnetic prop-

erties of �i = 1000 and Bs = 3.5 T. We find that the numerical

results for the MXDy PPs agree well with the experimental

ones, which is not the case for the VP PPs, where the

numerical results are slightly higher than the experimental

ones. This is probably attributable to the local magnetization

reversal at the edges of the PMs exposed to a strong reverse

field. In practice, Hcj = 1.68 MA m�1 at 295 K, or �0Hcj =

2.11 T with �0 being the vacuum permeability, is not suffi-

ciently large to withstand fully the reverse field generated by

the VP PP with Bs = 2.35 T, and thus the local area near the

edge can encounter magnetization reversal before cooling

down.

Based on the above considerations, we computed the peak

field by the VP PP with an assumption that magnetization

reversal occurs at the edges of PMs contacting the PPs, as

shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a), in the area of a � b =

0.3 mm � 0.3 mm in each PM. The results are plotted as solid

triangles in Fig. 6 and are in good agreement with the fitting

curve for the experimental results, suggesting the validity of

the above assumption.

Now let us quantitatively discuss the advantage of the

MXDy PP. From the fitting curves shown in Fig. 6, we find that

the peak field is enhanced by 20, 23 and 27% at gaps of 3, 2.5

and 2 mm, respectively. Although we need to discuss the

possibility of operating the undulator with such a narrow gap,

these numbers are large enough to validate the utilization of

MXDy PPs.

4. Drawbacks and countermeasures

Finally, we discuss the drawbacks of the proposed undulator

based on narrow MXDy PPs, in terms of (i) the manufacturing

cost of the MXDy PPs, and (ii) the impact of a narrow PP on

the electron beam.

To discuss the first issue, we turn to the cost of MXDy PPs

and PM blocks required to build the prototype undulator used

in the experiment as an example. In spite of the large differ-

ence (an order of magnitude or larger) in the manufacturing

cost per unit volume, the total cost of MXDy PPs is just three

times higher than that of the PM blocks, thanks to the much

smaller volume and fewer (one third) pieces. Although it is out

of the scope of this paper to discuss whether this is acceptable,

we note that the cost of PMs in typical undulators, in particular

cryogenic ones, is just a fraction of the total cost of the whole

undulator system composed of a huge number of components.

In addition, the cost of MXDy is expected to be greatly

reduced if we apply an adequate mass-production process.

The second issue is related to the so-called dynamic

multipole (Safranek et al., 2002; Bahrdt & Wüstefeld, 2011),

which comes from a relatively large dependence of the peak

field on the horizontal position (x). As an example, let us

consider an ideal undulator without any errors, which has the

same parameters as the prototype undulator used in the

experiments except that the number of periods is 100. We

computed kick angles for 6 GeV electrons passing though this

undulator with different horizontal positions, which are

plotted as solid lines in Fig. 7(a) for different gap values. Even

with ideal PMs and PPs, a horizontally displaced electron is

kicked with an angle depending on x. In other words, the

undulator has a multipole field component, which can poten-

tially lower the injection efficiency and shorten the beam

lifetime in storage rings.

It is well known that the dynamic multipole mentioned

above can be corrected by the so-called current-strip scheme

(Bahrdt et al., 2008), in which a number of wires located

between the electron beam and PMs work to correct the

different kick angles. It is obvious, however, that this scheme

may be difficult to apply to short-period undulators, in which

the PMs and PPs are located inside the vacuum chamber with

a narrow gap between the top and bottom girders.

To overcome the above problem, let us consider multipole

trim magnets, i.e. another correction scheme also referred to

as the ‘magic finger’ (Hoyer et al., 1995), in which a number of

tiny PMs are placed at both ends of an undulator and arranged

to correct the position-dependent kicks. In general, holders

accommodating these tiny PMs are attached directly to the

ends of the magnetic girders and cannot be operated sepa-

rately; in other words, the gap between the top and bottom

holders is identical to that of the undulator. As a result, the

arrangement of PMs at a specific gap value is not necessarily

effective at other gap values. We thus propose to separate the

mechanical system for the magic finger from that for the

undulator, as illustrated in Fig. 7(b), so that the gap of the

magic finger (gmf) can be chosen independently of that of the

undulator (g).

As an example, we show the results of this correction as

dashed lines in Fig. 7(a), using magic fingers composed of eight

identical PMs arranged as illustrated in Fig. 7(c), whose gap is

adjusted according to a simple relation gmf = 1.5g � 1

(g� 2 mm). Note that the width, height and length of each PM

are 0.8, 1.0 and 1.5 mm, respectively. Although these para-

meters are roughly optimized based on a heuristic approach,

we find that the kick angles are reduced down to at most

1 mrad. The residual kick errors can be further reduced if
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Figure 7
The dynamic multipole and its correction. (a) Position-dependent kick
angles computed for 6 GeV electrons passing through a 100 period
undulator having the same parameters as those in the experiment. (b) A
drawing of the independent magic fingers. (c) An example of the PM
arrangement (dimensions in millimetres).



necessary with a more dedicated optimization scheme, and/or

additional magic fingers.

5. Conclusions

We have experimentally demonstrated the enhancement of

undulator performance using MXDy PPs. We now discuss

their importance in the development of subcentimetre-period

CPMUs in comparison with superconducting undulators

(SCUs), i.e. another approach to enhance the performance of

short-period undulators.

As reported in a previous theoretical report (Bahrdt &

Ivanyushenkov, 2013), the subcentimetre period corresponds

to the so-called crossover period, where the performances of

(conventional) CPMUs and SCUs are comparable. To be

more specific, SCUs can generate a much stronger field only

if the period is considerably longer than 10 mm. In practice,

existing SCUs running in synchrotron radiation facilities have

a period of around 15 mm (Casalbuoni et al., 2006, 2016;

Ivanyushenkov et al., 2015). This in turn gives a good reason to

develop subcentimetre-period CPMUs, although the achiev-

able peak field is not sufficiently strong for many applications.

It is obvious that the MXDy PPs demonstrated experimentally

in this work, together with the proposed multipole correction

scheme, will greatly contribute to enhancing the performance

of such undulators.
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